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Abstract 

SPEAR will soon operate as a dedicated synchrotron radiation source with up to 5 

beamlines fed from insertion devices. These magnets introduce additional focusing forces 
into the storage ring lattice which increase the vertical betatron tune and modulate the beam 
envelope in the vertical plane. The lattice simulation code 'GEMINI' is used to evaluate the 
tune shifts and estimate the degree of betatron modulation as each magnetic insertion device 
is brought up to full power. A program is recommended to correct the tunes with the FODO 
cell quadrupoles. 
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I, Introduction 
Figure I shows a plot of the vertical betatron function and horizontal dispcrsion function 

in 8 standard SPEAR lattice with no insertions active. The locations of the 5 SSRL 
insertion devices are denoted by { I4,I5,I6,17,IlO) in this plot. For simplicity, these 
devices will be referred to as wigglers, regardless of thcir output spectra. Note that the 

wigglers are located in straight sections where the vertical betatrori function hds local 
minima and the horizontal dispersion function reaches local maxima. The numerology of 
the wigglers correspond to the standard SSRL beamline nomenclature for SPEAR[II, and 
their characteristics are listed in Table 1. 

Element T.we Bea ml ine Period km) #Period Field Strena  

~ 4 1  magnet 

[I6 I 
Wiggler Elecao- 4 45cm 4 
[I71 magnet 

[I101 +EM Hybrid 

Wiggler WWIJO- 4 45ctn 4 0-18kG 

Wig./Und. Perm. Mag. 6 7cm 27 0- 13kG 

U- 1 XkG 

Wig.AJnd. Nd-Fe-B 10 12.85cm 15 0- 14.5kG 

[Jndulator SmCo 5 1 8.3cm 10 0-15kG 
Perm. Mag. 12.2cm 15 

7.6cm 24 
6. Icm 30 

Table 1 : SSRL insertion devices in SPEAR (1989). . 
The magnet lattice is taken directly from SPEAR (9/28/87) with a small adjustments 

made to the quadrupole strengths to eliminate the peak-t&peak betatron modulation around 
the ring. Although the horizontal dispersion shows some beating, studies show that trying 
to improve the configuration results in unacceptable vertical betatron amplitudes near the 9 2  
quadrupoles. The basic machine operating parameters are: 

J3 j  = 3GeV (Bp = 1OT-m) V, = 5.2734 vy = 5.1076. 
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And the quadrupole and sextuple focussing swengths are 

Q 3  k=-0.917820748037 

Q1: k=-0.240660980525 
42: k=0.3915455527850 

QFAk4.57469004853W 
QDAk=-0.558 139700304 
QFB: kd.2778567 196980 
QF k=0.293 1844261380 

QFS: k=0.2974200000000 
QD€kk=-0.526836403609 

m-2 k1.mrn 
L- 1.3427 
L=0.5183 
L4.5183 
L4.5 183 
L4.5 I83 
M . 5  183 
M.2591 
M . 5  183 

SDA : k2=-4.89704 m-3 
SF : k2=7.92276 

Lscxt = 0.1000m 
SDB : k2=-4.68611 

Table 2: SPEAR machine parameten 

where l ~ = k , = ~ *  3 (01-2) is the focusing strength of the quadrupoles, L is the magnetic Bp dx 
1 d B 2  

Bp dx2 
length of the quadrupoles and sextuples, and k2 = k2, =-*a (m-31. 

As the SSRL wiggler devjcm are introduced into the lattice, they act as additional 
vertical focusing elements with a qwxirupo!e focusing strength proportional to the square of 
the peak field strength, Bo2. The additional focusing forces increase the vertical betatron 
tune, and generate beta-function perturbations which propagate around the ring. The net 

effect of the perturbation is particularly complicated in SPEAR since the mini-p insertion 
quadrupoles are strong and the magnet lattice is configured to match the HEP interaction 

The normal set-up procedure on SPEAR for SSIU operations is to first establish an 
orbit at full energy with no insertions active and requiring a minimum of orbit corrections. 
This is followed by exciting the electromagnet wigglers (14, 17) in tandem while 
maintaining stable &am conditions, and findly, sequentiafly turning 0 1 1  insertions I5,16, 
110. For this study, the 3GeV beam energy is held constunt. 

In this memo. the linear tune shift induced by the wiggler/undulators and the Verticil1 
betatron modulation, AWP are first estimated analytically. These results are compared with 

the lattice simulation code 'GEMINI'[*] which contains a model for magnetic 
wiggler/undulatorsl3~. The wigglers are first ramped up to maximum field strength 
individually, and then ramped in sequence to simuiate the operating conditions in SPEAR. 
By correcting the vertical tune at each step, a plot of requisite change in the quadrupole 
strengths (QF and QDH in the main FODO cells) is obtained. These results provide s 
guideline for the machine operator interested in restoring the betatron tunes. Finally, the 

pints to the arcs. 
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modulations in the vertical betatron function,* produced in SPEAR as the wigglers 

are brought on line are discussed. 
PCS) 

We proceed by first estimating the equivalent quadnipole focusing of the wigglers. The 
focusing shifts the tunes and alters the betatron function around the ring. These calculalions 
will be compared to the numerical results below. 

To begin, the magnetic field structure in the current-free region of the wiggler gap can be 
expressed in terms of a magnetic potential,%. By separation of variables, we have, 

2.1 

d where 

channel width. By separating transverse and bngitudinal variables, (DM(Y.z) = Y(y).Z(z), 

= 0, that is, the gap height is assumed to'be much smaller than the wiggler 

Y" Z" V24M = y -i. 

Y =  Acosky + Bsinky 
2 = A'cosh kz + B'sinh kz 2.2 

21F 
h 

where k 7 is the wavenumber of the wiggler field. The effects of higher harmonics of 

the wavenurnkr can be linearly superimposed. Solving for the field, B= - YOM , and 

applying boundary conditions appropriate to the wiggler structure we have: 

By = B&osh ky COS kz 

BZ = BGinh ky sin kz . 2.3 

Now the horizontal trajectory of an electron bunch passing ihrough the wiggler is deflected 
('wiggled') by the vertical component By by an angle[4] 

Z 7 
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2.4 

which causes the bunch to see a transverse component of the longitudinal wiggler field (B,) 
,ofmagnitude B l  = Bz sine(z) - BZ Q(z) for small angles 6. Substituting for BZ and 9, 

I *  e sinh k cosh ky 31 = -- (Bosh kz)2 [ yk Cpo 

Expanding the hyperbolic functions 

2.5 Bl= - -  e (Bosinkz)2[y + 2 5k2y3 + .--I . we have 
Cpo 

The wiggler focusing is derived from the Lorentz force vz x BI and is quadradic in Bo. 
The force contains a linear (quadrupole) component proportional to displacement in y. 

Integntfing the focusing strength over one half per id  (pole) of the wiggler magnet, 
z 

2.6 

where pa2 is the inverse bending radius at the center of the wiggler pole where the field 
reaches the maximum value Bo. The minus sign implies focusing in the vertical plane. An 

'N-period wiggler therefore has an equivalent quadrupole strength of 

2.7 

This expression[4~ gives the equivalent thin-lens quadrupole focusing for a wiggler. In 
practice, the beam envelope and betatron phase advance through wiggler gap, and 
numerical integration is required for a more complete solution. 

The perturbation to the tune shift due to a &function focusing kick at the Giggler is 
approximately 

2.8 
1 1 
4lG 4 A  

A v ~  = -- J p y ( ~ )  kld(S-s,ig) ds = - -  Ijy,wig kwi& - 
Far the wigglers in Table 1, the l i n w  tune shifts at full magnetic field strength for a 3GeV 
beamare 
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Element k&l Vertical Beta rn) Tune Shift :  Avy AQlB 

I4 -0.0292 4.28 0.0099 5.2% 
17 -0.0292 4.28 0.0099 1.170 
15+* -0.0206 4.7 1 0.0077 4.5% 
16 -0.0160 4.29 0.0055 -2.7% 
rio -0.0202 4.33 0.0070 -1.8% 

**product Nh assumed constant for all 4 configurations on 15. 

Table 3: Estimated tune shifts and betatron modulation. 

The betatron modulation* tabulated in the last column of this table is evaluated using B 
the expression 

near bcamline 4 at a position s=70m from the West Interaction Point (MII) where 

numerical plots of - indicate the perturbations are large. Q, = 271 - is the phase 
S 

JVYB 

AP 
P 

advance (normalized to the rune) around the accelerator. The linear approximations for the 
perturbed betatron motion and tune shift listed in Table 3 agree reasonably well with the 
more precise numerical results obtained below. In the approximations made here, the 
horizontal tune shift is negligible. 

111. Num erica1 Results 
In this section, the SPEAR lattice with 5 SSRL insertion devices is anaIyzed with the 

lattice simulation code 'GEMINI'[ZI. which incorporates wiggler elements based on the 
Halbach model with up to eight harrnonicdjl. Numerical solutions are generated in 
GEMINI utilizing a 4th-order symplectic integrator techniquef21. For this study, GEMINI 
waS instructed to perform the following cdculations: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

Ramp insertions separately, monitor tune shifts. 
Ramp insertions sequentially. monitor tune shifts. 
Ramp insertions sequentially, correct tune shift, then 
(a) 

(b) 

Record quadrupole shngth in FODO cells. 

Plot - at Bmax for each device. Ahp 
P 
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Fig. 2 Vertical tune shift induced by individual beamlines. 
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Fig. 3 Vertical tune shift with progressive beamline excitadon. 
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Fig. 4 Quadrupole strengths QF and QDH required to re-establish tunes. 
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